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Carrol Boyes

Carrol Boyes implements
the Kerridge CS (KCS) Retail
solution for streamlined
business processes.

Carrol Boyes is the founder, creator and CEO of Carrol Boyes Retail (Pty) Ltd in Cape
Town. Her high-end deftly crafted and coveted product range of upmarket home and
lifestyle products is associated with inimitable and unique design that exudes style and
finesse and are available throughout South Africa and in over 30 other countries
around the world.
Establishing a strategic partnership with KCS in 2009, Carrol Boyes opted to
implement the KCS Retail solution to her existing store base at the time, which
comprised of a centralised head-office and 9 stores.
Carrol Boyes commented; “The system we were using at that point was not working
for us in spite of promises made by the developers. The KCS Retail solution offered
everything that we needed – live movement of data, up to date reporting across all
transactions, stock management and control of pricing.”
The Carrol Boyes store base has now grown to an impressive 22 stores. Carrol Boyes
added; “The main attraction for us is the flexibility to add stores as our requirements
grow. The addition of stores is a seamless process. As per the norm, retail has a
continuous turnover of staff which means that we continually need to train new staff.
The system is user-friendly, resulting in shorter training time for staff. It allows us to
monitor performance of each branch, product line and individual sales people.”
The KCS Retail solution is designed to fulfill the requirements of retailers that have
multiple stores with varied locations and retail complexities. It supports inventory
management for both stores and central warehouses, enabling retailers to easily
expand their retail operations.
Carrol Boyes noted; “The most important aspect of any system is the ability to
continue trading when connectivity is lost. The off-line capability of the KCS Retail
solution allows us to be confident that no data will be lost while connectivity is down.
As soon as connectivity is restored, all transactions are filtered and available at head
office”.
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Carrol Boyes
// With its user-friendly point of sale
interface, we were able to implement the
KCS Retail solution into all stores allowing
for seamless in-store processes, with
accurate live reporting back to head-oﬃce.
- Carrol Boyes

Key Facts

When asked how the business has benefited from the KCS Retail solution, Carrol
Boyes explained; “With its user-friendly point of sale interface, we were able to
implement the KCS Retail solution into all stores allowing for seamless in-store
processes, with accurate live reporting back to head-office”.

Retail
Offline trading

As various areas within South Africa are developed, Carrol Boyes continually reviews
the possibility for growth. However, Carrol Boyes suggested; “We always try to find
ways to expand our database by harvesting customer details through the KCS Retail
POS transactions. We are also looking at implementing the loyalty programme that is
available”.

Multi-branch reporting
Stock management
Suggested replenishment

Carrol Boyes concluded; “Implementing the KCS Retail solution has resulted in us
having daily live data at our fingertips which in this day and age is vital in our decision
making as trends and designs continue to change”.
Lynn Vlok, Sales Executive for KCS Retail commented; “We have a long-standing
relationship with Carrol Boyes. She remains a most valued customer. As the business
grows and requirements change, we seek to continually improve management and
business process through our offering and development. Thus, meeting demands
within her market and the needs of her customers”.

About Kerridge Commercial Systems (KCS)

We provide specialist software, services and support to deliver fully integrated trading and business management solutions to distributive trades customers, large
and small – wherever they are in the world. Immersed in the distributive trades for over 40 years, our technical experts are thought leaders in trading and
management technology, and our innovative and flexible approach ensures our customers partner with us for the long-term.
Our mission is simple: to design and deliver high performance, integrated ERP solutions that enable our distributive trade customers to source effectively, stock
efficiently, sell profitably and service competitively.
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